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R. E. Comstock, W. W. Green, L. M. Winters, and A. W. Nordskog
Introduction
THE VOLUME of literature concerning semen and particularly
sperm cells has increased greatly within the last 20 years and
especially during the last 10. This has resulted partly from a
somewhat belated recognition of the fact that the male as well
as the female may be responsible for impaired fertility and partly
from the recent development of artificial insemination for prac-
tical and extensive use.
The Russian scientist Ivanov (26) was probably the first to
visualize the great contribution to animal improvement that was
possible through the extensive use of artificial insemination. This
led him to initiate his long series of researches on the physiology
of sperm cells and factors relating to the preservation of their
viability and fertilizing capacity as well as his work on practical
insemination technics. His early discovery (26) of the principle
of storing semen at reduced temperature was without doubt the
greatest single stimulus to the extended use of artificial insemi-
nation.
Williams and his co-workers (59, 60, 70, 71, 72) were among
the first to emphasize the role of the male in infertility. They
sought to find means of detecting infertility in otherwise healthy
males and were the first to utilize uniformity of shape and size
as a criterion of sperm cell quality. Their work has doubtlessly
stimulated some of the more recent work on other methods of
semen evaluation.
Material and Methods
Sheep were used throughout because lower initial and mainte-
nance costs and greater ease of handling made it possible to work
with larger- numbers than if another class of farm animals had
been chosen. Some of the rams were purebred Shropshires from
the experiment station flocks; the rest were grades of mixed
Shropshire and Hampshire breeding. Unless specified they were
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fed alfalfa hay and sufficient concentrates' to maintain reason-
able but not high condition. Salt and bone meal were offered
ad libitum.
Semen was collected by mating the rams with a diestrual ewe
and drawing the semen from the vagina of the ewe with a special
glass pipette fitted with a rubber suction bulb. Prior to each col-
lection the vagina was rinsed with the preserving solution for
sheep semen described by Winters et al. (74); this was done with
the collection type pipette. Extreme care was always taken to
avoid leaving more than mere traces of the rinsing saline in the
vagina. This method of collection2 had the definite advantage of
simplicity. McKenzie and Berliner (33) stated, "By this method
the whole ejaculate could be collected without leaving significant
, amounts in the vagina." Terrill (64) and Brady and Gildow (4)
reported no striking differences in quality between semen col-
lected in this way and by the use of an artificial vagina. The
latter authors found that less dense semen was obtained by elec-
trical stimulation (22).
I Statistical methods, drawn largely from Fisher (16) and
Snedecor (63), were used to assist in evaluation of most of the
results obtained. However, a conscious effort was made to include
no more statistical detail in reporting work than appeared neces-
sary for clarity. The word "significant" is used throughout in the
statistical sense only and indicates a probability of 5 per cent or
less of occurrence being due to chance alone.
Other materials and technics will be described in the discus-
sion of specific parts of the work.
Semen Evaluation
Efficient criteria of semen quality are essential to numerous
laboratory studies, e.g., comparisons of spermatozoa treated dif-
ferently or produced by males treated differently. They are also
needed in the field to test the fertility of males being considered
for use in breeding programs or to check periodically the quality
of semen produced by males in continuous use. The latter applies
particularly to artificial insemination organizations where a large
number of females are bred to each sire. Here any delay in recog-
nizing impaired fertility may result in considerable loss.
The quality of semen is dependent upon both a sufficient num-
1 Concentrate mixture was composed of corn, 80 per cent; oats, 15 Per cent; and
linseed oil meal, 5 per cent.
2 Methods more suitable for other classes of livestock or when semen is to be
used for artificial insemination are discussed by Green et al. (21).
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ber of vigorous sperm cells and a seminal plasma that is favorable
to the sperm cells' duration of viability and fertilizing capacity.
The quality of the sperm cells themselves depends on their
ability to travel up the normal reproductive tract of a female
and to fertilize egg cells contacted under favorable conditions.
It has never been demonstrated that these two characteristics are
necessarily correlated. It is possible that sperm3 capable of reach-
ing the oviduct and remaining alive until ovulation occurs may
not always be capable of normal fertilization, while, conversely,
other sperm might have fertilizing capacity but lack viability.
ESTIMATION OF SEMEN DENSITY•
The approximate number of sperm cells per. unit volume of
semen is usually determined with a hemocytometer. This method
is sufficiently precise for most purposes but is tedious and slow
(five or less samples per hour) . A more rapid method of at least
equal accuracy is needed.
The error of the hemocytometer was estimated from dupli-
7:0 e ecate counts on 24 different sampies.,/. two ToIntg {14"A-from 89
to 598 per 0.0001 cu. mm. and averaged 337. The within sample or
error variance was 719; the standard error of counting, V719 or
26.8. This is in reasonable agreement with the results of Berkson
et al. (3); they reported 1,324 as the error variance of red cell
counts averaging 462.
Measurement of Light Transmission
As the number of cells per unit volume increases, semen be-
comes more opaque. Burbank (6) made use of this when he esti-
mated cell numbers of sperm suspensions by comparing them
with BaSO4 opacity standards.
The authors have estimated semen density from light trans-
mission through a standard dilution of semen. Measurements
were made with a photoelectric colorimeter of the Evelyn type
using a 540 filter.4 The light source was adjusted to give a galva-
nometer reading of 100, using sheep semen diluter (74) as a
blank. The test reading was made after replacing the blank with
diluted semen (0.08 ml. in 15 ml. of the diluter) . Measurements
of light transmission and hemocytometer counts were made on
24 samples of semen.
3 The terms "sperm," "sperm cells," and "spermatozoa" are used synonymously
throughout this publication.
'There was no special reason for the choice of this particular filter except that
its use resulted in a satisfactory reduction in the amount of light. Another might
have done as well.
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Analysis of the data revealed a curvilinear relation between
galvanometer readings and cell counts. However, the quantity
x = 2 minus log10 of the galvanometer reading was found to be
related to cell count in an essentially linear manner. This is, of
course, the transformation used in the determination of dissolved
colored substances (in accordance with Behr's law) in standard
analytical procedures using the Evelyn colorimeter. It is of some
interest to find the same relationship holding for suspended sperm
cells. The regression relationship between galvanometer reading
and semen density was
Y = —19.4 + 1365 x
where Y = an estimate of the number of sperm per .0001 cu. mm.
of semen. This relationship is presented graphically in figure 1.
It is worth noting that Y equals zero when the galvanometer
reading is about 97. This is very close to the reading obtained
using seminal plasma containing no sperm cells. The regression
of count on x accounted for 95.6 per cent of the variance between
samples, the equivalent of a correlation of 0.978 between x and
hemocytometer count. The squared standard error of estimate of
Y was 745. It is, of course, due in part to errors associated with
hemocytometer counts. The difference (26 ± 312) between it








2-1091,, of galvanometer reading.
Actual galvanometer readings in parentheses.
0 .014 .65 .1
(96.8) (89.0) (79.4) (63.1)
.4(50.0) (39.8)
FIG. 1. The relationship between sperm cell count and light transmission as
measured with a photoelectric colorimeter
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variance of predicting the true cell number from galvanometer
readings. Assuming this estimate was as much as two standard
errors too low, the standard error of predicting true cell number
( V26 + (2 x 312) = 25.3) would still be slightly less than the
standard error of the hemocytometer (26.8) reported above. It
appears more likely that the colorimeter will estimate semen
density as accurately as the mean of two or three hemocytometer
counts.
The total time required by this method is no more than that
needed to dilute the semen and load the counting chamber when
using the hemocytometer. Since the first report of this work
(Comstock and Green, 12), at least two other workers have used
the method, apparently with satisfactory results (24, 27).
Comparison with Opacity Standards
The method described above is not practical for most field
work since a photoelectric colorimeter would seldom be avail-
able. Burbank's method if sufficiently accurate could, however,
be very useful in the field. Consequently, an estimate of its accu-
racy was obtained.
A series of seven opacity standards in which the barium sul-
phate content ranged from 0.05 to 0.20 per cent at intervals of
0.025 per cent was used; Five ml. of each were put in test tubes
11 mm. in diameter together with a crystal of thymol to prevent
bacterial growth. The tubes were stoppered and sealed with par-
affin to prevent evaporation. One tenth of a milliliter of semen
was mixed with 5 ml. of sheep semen diluter (74) in the same
type of tube used for the standards. The opacity of this suspen-
sion and the barium sulphate suspensions's was then compared.
This was done in front of an electric light with a piece of window
screen immediately back of the tubes. The ease with which the
cross wires were seen through the suspensions facilitated com-
parison.
Twenty-three samples were ranked 1, 2, 3, etc., according to
whether suspensions of them corresponded in opacity to the 0.05
per cent suspension of barium sulphate, the 0.05 per cent plus,
the 0.075 per cent minus, etc. Two counts were made on each
sample using the hemocytometer, these were 23 of the 24 samples
on which error of the hemocytometer was determined. The vari-
ance of estimating the mean of two counts from opacity rank
was 1,164. Subtracting 719/2 (the error variance of the mean of
5 The suspensions tend to settle out while standing; hence it is always necessary
to shake them vigorously before comparisons are made.
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two counts) leaves 805. An estimate of the standard error of pre-
dicting true cell number from opacity rank is therefore V805 or
28.4. Thus it appears that opacity rank may be approximately as
accurate as the hemocytometer for the determination of semen
density.
Extreme care must be exercised in the preparation of barium
sulphate suspensions if results from different series of standards
are to be comparable. The most satisfactory method of prepara-
tion is the precipitation of barium sulphate by mixing solutions
of barium chloride and sodium sulphate. For most field work a
series of no more than five standards is sufficient; it should in-
clude 0.06, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, and 0.18 per cent suspensions. Detailed
directions for preparation of such a series are as follows:
1. Prepare (a) an aqueous solution containing 321.2 mg. of
barium chloride in 100 ml. and (b) an aqueous solution
containing 219.0 mg. of sodium sulphate in 100 ml. (These
solutions must be prepared in 100 ml. volumetric flasks us-
ing distilled water.)
2. Into a series of five tubes in which standards 'are to be pre-
pared, pipette 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 ml., respectively, of
the barium chloride solution.
3. Add 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 mi., respectively, of sodium
sulphate solution to the tubes containing the corresponding
amounts of barium chloride solution. The sodium sulphate
solution must be allowed to run in rapidly from a pipette
calibrated "to deliver" since the rate of addition of this
solution has a measurable effect on the opacity of the sus-
pensions.
4. Allow the suspensions to stand 30 minutes. Then add suffi-
cient distilled water to the first four to bring them to 6 ml.
total volume. The fifth will already contain 6 ml.
The original solutions of barium chloride and sodium sulphate
must be prepared at least four days before the suspensions are
prepared and the suspensions should be made up three or four
days before they are first used.
A shortcoming of the above method is that each laboratory or
worker using it to estimate absolute values in contrast to using
it as a relative measure will need to standardize a prediction
curve since comparisons with the standards will not be made in
exactly the same way by any two workers. However, for the
approximation of relative values the method could be of con-
siderable use in the field. Very little time is required and the
equipment is inexpensive.
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Anyone with a certain amount of experience can estimate
density fairly accurately without standards for comparison, but
the average level of their estimates will shift from time to time
in the absence of a standard for reference. For example, there
is marked seasonal variation in the average density of ram semen
(the same has been reported for bull semen [15]). As a result,
samples of equal density may appear relatively much more dense
in one season than in another. The barium sulphate standards
serve to anchor one's judgment to about the same range at all
times.
CRITERIA OF SPERM CELL QUALITY
Literature
Motility is a necessary attribute of sperm; cells not motile
under favorable conditions are known to be physiologically non-
functional. It is natural, therefore, that degree of motility should
suggest itself as a measure of quality. However, while motility
estimates have been widely used and there is evidence that they
have some value (14, 22, 23, 50, 68), they have been found inade-
quate by many workers (33, 40, 46, 70). This has led some to state
that motile spermatozoa are not necessarily fertile. This may be
true but is misleading. Though insemination, either natural or
artificial, with motile sperm may fail to produce conception, it is
probable that in many such cases it is motility that fails and not
some other attribute of the sperm as the above statement implies.
Asdell and Salisbury (1) moved the testis and epididymis of male
rabbits from the scrotum to the body cavity by operative pro-
cedure. Spermatogenesis ceased within 25 hours. While motile
sperm were ejaculated up to the fourteenth day following opera-
tion, fertilizations were not obtained in matings made after the
eighth day. They found that in those matings sperm did not reach
the oviduct of the female. Though motility was present at the
time of mating it appears very likely that loss of motility was
responsible for failure to conceive.
The minimum motility duration required of spermatozoa is
that needed to travel from the vagina to the upper end of the
oviduct. This has been variously reported for sheep. Schott and
Phillips (61) and Phillips and Andrews (53) are in substantial
agreement; the former report about 20 minutes, the latter a mini-
mum of 30 minutes. Another group in equally as good agreement
(20, 28, 55) all report 5 or 6 hours are required. Brewster et al. (5)
concluded that in heifers 4 to 7 hours and in mature cows 6 to
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9 hours are needed for sperm to reach the infundibulum. Sperm
with the minimum viability necessary would doubtlessly be of
lower quality than those used by the above workers and would,
therefore, require still more time to ascend the female tract.
Time of ovulation also affects the requirement for motility
duration. This is particularly true in the bovine when ovulation
may occur anywhere from 0-20 or 30 hours after the cessation
of estrus (5, 51), while mating or insemination usually occurs
during estrus.
Obviously sperm must not only be motile at the time of in-
semination but must also have the power to remain motile for
some time thereafter. Estimates of the motility of fresh sperm are
not closely related to duration of motility. McKenzie et al. (34)
reported that samples of boar semen all highly motile when fresh
varied from one to 24 days in duration of motility when stored.
A Correlation of only 0.3 between estimated initial motility and
motility after 6 days of storage was found at Minnesota. The fresh
sperm of one particular ram was invariably highly motile yet
never maintained more than a very low order of motility for
even as long as 24 hours.
The inadequate prediction of duration from estimates of initial
motility may result from (a) inability to distinguish intensities
above a certain level, or (b) low correlation between true initial
intensity and duration of motility. It is possible, though there is
no specific evidence, that initial motility is a better criterion of
viability in the female reproductive tract than in storage. On the
contrary, Herman and Swanson (25) reported that bull semen
which effected conception averaged longer life in storage than
semen that did not; the difference in initial motility was negli-
gible and actually in the opposite direction.
Lasley et al. (32) reported a staining method for differentiating
live and dead spermatozoa in ram semen. They also found (31)
the proportions of sperm in bull semen stained by this method
after temperature shock (10 minutes at 0° C.) and after 144 hours
in storage were directly related. They did not state the magni-
tude of the correlation nor did they show the stain to be as spe-
cific for live sperm in bull semen as in ram semen. MacLeod (39)
reported that the method does not distinguish live from dead
cells in the semen of humans.
Numerous workers have presented evidence that the propor-
tion of morphologically abnormal sperm cells in semen is a useful
criterion of male fertility. Williams (70) and Williams and Sav-
age (71, 72) originated the method in work with bulls. The first'
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applications to human fertility were by Moench (42, 43) and
'Mason (40). Moench (44, 45, 46, 47) has published persistently on
the subject and has done much to increase the emphasis placed
on semen evaluation in the diagnosis of human sterility. The
method has also been applied to rams, boars, and stallions
(McKenzie and Phillips, 35, 36, Phillips, 52, and Williams, 69) .
Other literature is cited by McKenzie and Berliner (33).
Williams and Savage and Lagerlof (29) are in substantial
agreement on the maximum number of abnormally formed
sperm cells found in the semen of bulls with good breeding
records. The former workers report no more than 17 per cent
while the latter found usually no more than 18 but occasionally
as many as 20 per cent. On the other hand, Phillips found no
more than 17 per cent abnormal sperm in the semen of fertile
boars, whereas Milowanow (cited by McKenzie and Berliner)
reported as many as 30 per cent. Such differences can reasonablSr
be expected. Doubtlessly some technicians classify cells as ab-
normal that others would call normal. This tendency could be
reduced to a minimum if all would follow the same standard,
e.g., by use of the types illustrated by Lagerlof (29) or Moench
and Holt (47). Differences among workers may also arise from
variation in the technic of preparing the material; this was clearly
demonstrated by Salisbury, Willett, and Seligman (58). In addi-
tion, contrary to the impression given by some of the literature,
there is probably no distinct line of demarcation between animals
of good and poor fertility. Herman and Swanson (25) recorded
data on 55 bulls with known breeding records. In general their
results verify the value of sperm cell morphology for evaluating
fertility. However, there was one bull of four with "question-
able" breeding records that had an average, in 32 samples, of
only 9 per cent abnormal sperm and one of five with "poor"
records that averaged only 13 per cent in 25 samples observed.
Among 42 with "good" records there were 9 that averaged from
20 to 33 per cent abnormals. Forty-one samples were examined
from one of these but no more than three from any of the others.
There is no general agreement on the most serious types of
malformations. Moench and Holt (47) stress the importance of
head abnormalities and particularly of narrow or tapering heads.
They found that tail and middle piece aberrations had no bear-
ing on fertility. This point has not been emphasized by other
workers. The data of Herman and- Swanson (25) fail to confirm
it in the case of bull semen. McKenzie and Phillips (36) laid par-
ticular emphasis on tail and middle piece abnormalities. There
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is considerable disagreement regarding the so-called protoplasmic
drop. One group of workers believes their presence on sperm
cells indicates immaturity, while another finds no evidence to
support that belief (see McKenzie and Berliner, 33).
The value of sperm morphology apparently does not result
from correlation with viability. If it did, the proportion of ab-
normal cells should increase with age of sample. Williams and
Savage (72) state, "In other cases we have allowed samples to
remain in the laboratory for several days after the original ex-
amination had been made. Decomposition became marked, yet
smears from such material showed approximately the same pro-
portion of degenerate heads as the fresh sample." Correlations
between the per cent of malformed sperm and motility duration
in storage were calculated from the data of Herman and Swan-
son (25). A correlation (based on 206 samples from eight animals)
of 0.19 was found within bulls: If viability increases as aberrant
forms decrease, the figure should at least be negative. The aver-
ages of 45 bulls, weighted according to the number of samples
from each bull, yielded a correlation of —0.25—negative but
very low.
Another method of evaluating sperm cell quality is based on
biometric constants calculated from measurements of sperm head
lengths. It is probably closely allied to the enumeration of ab-
normal forms since it is reasonable that variation in the shape of
sperm heads should be reflected in a series of measurements of
their lengths. Williams and Savage (71, 72) and Savage, Williams,
and Fowler (59), working with bulls, found that both coefficients
of variation over 3.5 or 4.0 and skew distributions of head lengths
were strongly indicative of infertility. The same authors (60)
working with stallions reported similar findings, though the in-
formation on actual breeding performance was not as complete
as desired.
Moench (44, 45), Moench and Holt (48), and Mason (40)
studied head length of human sperm. Again high coefficients of
variation (over 11.5 to 12.0) and skew distributions were found
to indicate low fertility.
Comstock and Brady (//) working with ram semen found
high coefficients of variability to be associated with low duration
of motility when stored. They also found indications that when.
the mean head length varied too much from an optimum that mo-
tility duration was reduced. However, their data were not ex-
tensive enough to furnish accurate estimates of the magnitudes
of these relationships.
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• Work at this laboratory on the evaluation of sperm cell
quality has, for the most part, concerned (a) the relationship
of sperm viability to rates of glycolysis and respiration and
(b) sperm cytology with special emphasis on a specific struc-
tural detail of the sperm head.
Glycolysis and Respiration of Sperm Cells
Glycolysis as used herein refers to the production of acid from
glucose or other substrates by the action of cell enzymes. The
acid formed is frequently considered to be lactic but the authors
are using a broader definition because the method employed to
measure acid production is nonspecific. Respiration refers to
those reactions which result in oxygen uptake by the tissue.
The literature concerning the relationship of these reactions to
motility of sperm was reviewed by Comstock (9) and more re-
cent publications are cited by Moore and Mayer (49). It has been
demonstrated that neither glycolysis nor respiration is indis-
pensable to motility of the sperm cells of some species provided
the other is allowed to proceed. However, MacLeod (37, 38) re-
ported that motility depends on glycolysis in the case of the
sperm of humans. Unimpaired motility has not been demon-
strated in the absence of both reactions in any species. Lardy
and Phillips (30) reported observing a low order of motility of
bull sperm in circumstances where glycolysis and respiration
were either absent or proceeding only at a very slow rate. The
relationship of these reactions to physiology of sperm motility
suggested that measurements of the rate of one or both might
prove useful in evaluating viability. Some work has already been
reported from this laboratory (8, 9, 12).
The method of Warburg (66) was used to measure both gly-
colysis and respiration. All glycolysis measurements to be dis-
cussed were made anaerobically (under nitrogen) in the presence
of glucose according to procedure given by Comstock (9). Respi-
ration was measured under air; sperm cells, with one exception,
were suspended in same solution used in measuring glycolysis.
Preliminary tests demonstrated that glycolysis rates were
correlated rather strongly with estimated motility but that dif-
ferences in glycolysis between rams were not entirely accounted
for by estimated motility and cell number (9). It has also been
shown that both respiration and glycolysis rates decline with
the age of stored sperm (8, 9). Both of these facts lend credence
to the possibility of using one or the other of these reaction rates
as a measure of viability.
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EXPERIMENTAL-Glycolysis was investigated before respiration
because: (a) Redenz (57) had shown that anaerobic motility is
supported by glycolysis, and (b) preliminary work on a series
of eight samples had shown that during storage, respiration de-
clined much more rapidly than glycolysis, while motility re-
mained strong (8).
Glycolysis rates of 12 samples from each of six rams were
measured using 0.1 ml. of semen for each determination. Read-
ings were made at 40- and 80-minute intervals after the initial
reading. Motility duration (in hours) was determined on a
portion of each sample as described by Comstock (9). Hemo-
cytometer counts of cell numbers were made on all samples.
Because the' Warburg apparatus used had six manometers it was
convenient to handle groups of six samples, one from each ram,
in parallel. Variance and covariance of the three quantities
measured were analyzed as indicated by the following form:
Source of variation Degrees of freedom
Rams  5
Replications  11
Rams x replications  55
Total 71
Variance and covariance within rams were separated into parts
associated with "replications" and "rams x replications," respec-
tively, because no provision had been made for blank readings
to compensate for the effect of variations in the rise or fall of
room temperature during the course of the determinations. Thus
correlations involving glycolysis which included variation be-
tween replications might not have been representative of the
actual relationships.
There were revealed significant differences between rams in
each of the quantities measured. Correlation coefficients are pre-
sented in table 1. The deviations of motility duration from re-
gression on glycolysis rates (in terms of the standard error of
estimate) are compared in table 2 with the total variation in.
motility duration (in terms of the standard deviation) . Predic-
tion of motility duration from glycolysis rate and sperm number
was not significantly more accurate than prediction from gly-
colysis alone. Table 3 contains an analysis of deviations from
regression, indicating that significant differences in motility du-
ration independent of variation in glycolysis rates existed be-
tween the rams. It should be noted, however, that the sum of
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Table 1. Correlation Coefficients between Glycolysis (x), Motility Duration (y), and
Semen Density (z)
Correlation coefficientsSource of variation Degrees of
rxy rzy rx.freedom
4 .997 .666 .628
Rams x replications ................. .... ................................ 54 .643 .315 .616
Rams plus rams x replications ..................... 58 .920 .596 .625
Table 2. Variation in Motility Duration
Source of variation
Standard Standard error of estimate from
deviation regression on glycolysis rate
Rams x replications ................................................................................. 61.0
Rams plus rams x replications ................................................... 142.1
47.1
56.4










Rams x replications ......................................................... 54 119,828 2,219
Rams plus rams x replications ............... .... ....... 59 187,433
* Indicates a probability of less than .01 that an F value as large as this would occur
as a result of sampling errors alone.
squares of motility duration resulting from differences between
rams was reduced 93 per cent by the elimination of the portion
associated with variations in glycolysis.
The above analyses were made using the 80-minute glycolysis
determinations. Similar analyses using 40-minute measurements
gave results in such close agreement that 40-minute intervals
were used in all later work.
Walton and Edwards (65) reported respiration rates of sperm
cells to be related to the fertility of bulls producing them. At the
same time they recognized reasons for believing that glycolysis
rates might be more closely related to fertilizing capacity. An
attempt was made to determine whether motility duration was
more accurately predicted by one than by the other. Rates of
glycolysis and respiration, sperm number, and motility duration
were obtained for each of 72 samples, six from each of 12 rams.
Sperm number per unit volume was estimated in this experiment
by the photoelectric colorimeter as described earlier. The rams
were divided into four groups of three, and samples from the
three rams of a group were run in parallel. Before conducting
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this experiment an additional unit had been added to the War-
burg apparatus to record a blank reading resulting from any
failure of temperature control. The form taken by the statistical
analysis was as follows:
Source of variation Degrees of freedom
Rams  11
Replications within groups  20
Within replications within groups  40
Total  71
The sums of squares and products associated with replications
were separated from the remainder within rams in order to get
the best possible estimate of the correlation between respiration
and glycolysis rates. Any error in the blank determination would
have opposite effects on the measurement of glycolysis and
respiration rates of all three samples of a replication, raising one
and lowering the other. The result would have been to lower the
apparent correlation if the above precaution had not been taken.
Correlation coefficients are presented in table 4. The correla-
tions between glycolysis and respiration indicate that the pre-
caution taken regarding replications was justified. While further
analysis showed significant differences between rams in both
glycolysis and respiration rates which were independent of varia-
tion in the other, the high correlation (0.88) between the two for
"total minus replications within groups" leads one to doubt that
one of them would predict either motility duration or actual fer-
tility much better than the other. Actually the correlation of
motility with respiration rate (r,) was slightly higher than
with glycolysis (r,) in this experiment. However, Hotelling's
test (2) showed the difference was significant only in the case
of the coefficients for "total minus replications within groups."
Multiple regression of motility duration on both glycolysis and
respiration was significantly better than regression on glycolysis
alone but not better than on respiration alone.
Table 4. Correlation Coefficients between Glycolysis (x), Respiration (w), and
Motility Duration (y)
Source of variation Degrees of
freedom rxw
.937
Replications within groups 
groups.........................
19 1 59 .569 1
Within replications within ...........  39 .735
To al70 .803
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As in the previous experiment, prediction of motility dura-
tion was not improved by use of sperm number.
Table 5 contains a comparison similar to that of table 2 be-
tween total variation of motility duration and the deviation of
motility duration from regressions on the reaction rates. The
standard errors of estimates were much the same as in the previ-
ous experiment. The lower correlations between motility duration
and reaction rates appear to be the consequence of lower total
variation. The variations associated with replications were not
eliminated in obtaining the errors of estimate as was done in the
first experiment. In that case, errors which could have been
eliminated by proper procedure would have been introduced by
inclusion of replication variation, whereas in this case the equip-
ment had been improved and whatever error remained in blank
determinations would always confront one in the use of these
reaction rates.
As in the previous experiment, a large portion of the sum of
squares for differences in duration of motility between rams was
associated with variation in reaction rates, although a s' ignificant
portion was nct.
It appeared possible that the high correlation obtained be-
tween glycolysis and respiration rates might have been the result
of the amount of substrate available for respiration being de-,
pendent on the rate of glycolysis. In another experiment an
amount of sodium lactate equal in lactate ion content to one
per cent of lactic acid was added to the suspension fluid for use
in the measurement of respiration. This eliminated the possi-
bility of substrate limitation affecting the respiration rate; res-
piration proceeds unhampered when sodium lactate is the only
substrate furnished.
Rates of glycolysis and respiration of the fresh sperm, gly-
colysis rate after four days of storage, sperm number, and esti-
mated motility after four days of storage were recorded for each
of 60 samples of semen, four from each of 15 rams. The sperm
used for measurements of glycolysis after storage were washed
by suspending them in a quantity of the same fluid used for
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dilution in the manometers, centrifuging, and pipetting off the
supernatant fluid. Two repetitions of this process have been
. found sufficient to guard against bacteria accumulated during
storage having a perceptible effect on measurement of glycolysis
rates. Sperm numbers were estimated by the colorimeter method.
Motility at four days was substituted for motility duration to
save time. Previous work (8) indicated that correlations of
glycolysis and respiration with motility at four days would be
lower than had been obtained with motility duration. However,
there appeared little reason to believe they would be less useful
for comparing the value of the two reaction rates in predicting
livability. Glycolysis rates were measured at four days to provide
another measure of viability.
In this experiment a specific form of replication was not used.
When gathering sets of three samples to test at one time, the
choice of rams was random except that four samples were tested
from each of the 15 used, and no more than one sample from a
particular ram was ever included in a set. The form of statistical
analysis was as follows:
Source of variation Degrees of freedom
Rams  14
Within rams  45
Total  59
Correlation coefficients are presented in table 6. The correla-
tion between glycolysis and respiration rates was nearly the same
as before, though in this case it was not convenient to eliminate
replication variation which would very likely have raised it.
Again significant differences in each of the reaction rates inde-
pendent of variations in the other existed between rams.
The correlations between four-day motility and glycolysis and
respiration, respectively, were little different. In this case the
correlation with glycolysis was the larger though not signifi-
cantly so. Prediction of motility at four days on the basis of both
reaction rates was significantly better than by respiration alone
Table 6. Correlation Coefficients between Glycolysis (x), Respiration (w), Motility after
Four Days' Storage (y), and Glycolysis after Four Days' Storage (xi)
Correlation coefficients
Source of variation Degrees of
rxw rxy rwy rxxi r„1freedom
..............
44
.927 .473 .409 .663 .620
Within rams .707 .546 .468 .432
.441
Total.871 .494 .422 .608
.582
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but not better than by glycolysis alone. This is exactly contrary
to what was found in the preceding experiment. In view of the
high correlation between respiration and glycolysis a logical ex-
planation for this seeming contradiction in results is that measur-
ing both reactions probably accomplishes about the same as
would duplicate measures of either one. If the duplicate measure-
ments were considered as two separate sets, it would not be sur-
prising if prediction on the basis of both would be significantly
better than on the basis of the set which happened in that par-
ticular case to be the least accurate but, though better than on
the basis of the other set, not significantly so.
As before there were differences between rams in motility at
four days which were independent of variation in respiration or
glycolysis.
There was very little difference between the correlations of
glycolysis at four days with initial rates of glycolysis and respira-
tion, respectively. Significant differences in four day glycolysis
remained between rams after elimination of the differences as-
sociated with initial respiration or glycolysis rates.
DISCUSSION-In every case the semen of different rams varied
significantly in reaction rates. Earlier work (9) had shown such
variation to be in part independent of cell numbers and estimated
motility. There is a moderately high correlation between motility
duration and rates of glycolysis and respiration. As sperm cells
age in storage, reaction rates decline. These facts together with
the results of Walton and Edwards (65) are evidence for the
value of reaction rates as viability criteria for ram and bull
sperm. It is noteworthy that Chang and Walton (7), using respira-
tion rates to evaluate sperm cells subjected to different tempera-
ture sequences, secured very orderly results.
There is no evidence that either glycolysis or respiration is
superior to the other for evaluating the viability of ram sperm.
This is apparently not true for sperm of all species; MacLeod (37,
38) reported that in human sperm, motility is closely related to
glycolysis but not to respiration which he states is always insig-
nificant in amount. However, the results of Walton and Ed-
wards (65) and the fact that bull sperm, like ram sperm, exhibit
relatively high respiration suggest that the value of respiratory
rates is comparable in these species.
There were differences between rams in both motility dura-
tion and glycolysis rate after four days' storage which were
independent of initial reaction rates. The conclusion is clear that
factors other than initial reaction rates affect persistence of
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motility in storage and that livability can be measured directly
more accurately than it can be predicted from glycolysis or res-
piration. An advantage of reaction rates is the fact that they
give estimates when the semen is still fresh, while actual meas-
urement of motility duration is completed only when the sperm
are at least partially exhausted. It is also reasonable to question
whether motility duration is a better criterion of viability in
the female reproductive tract than are reaction rates; different
qualities may be necessary for survival in the female than for
survival in storage at reduced temperature. It is apparent that
the exact characters to be evaluated affect the relative efficacy
of the methods available.
Winchester and McKenzie (73) conclude that equal cell con-
centration must be used when comparing absolute respiration
rates since, other things being equal, respiration per sperm cell
is inversely related to density of the suspension used in measur-
ing the reaction. The situation is similar with respect to glycoly-
sis (8, 56). However, both reaction rates (considered as estimates
of viability) and number of sperm affect the quality of semen.
Rates per unit volume of semen were used in the work reported
above because they are weighted by both the metabolic activity
and the number of sperm cells. At the same time they do not
require dilution to a standard concentration which is time-con-
suming and certain to be a source of error.
Cell numbers were positively correlated not only with re-
action rates as measured but also with motility duration (table
7) . It was not surprising, therefore, that consideration of sperm
number did not significantly improve the prediction of motility
duration from reaction rates. This implies that prediction from
rates per unit number of cells at a standard density would not
be as accurate as from rates per unit volume. However, there is a
possibility that the measurement of motility duration was biased
in favor of the more dense semen. This could result from a tend-
ency for denser samples to appear more highly motile or from an
Table 7. Correlation Coefficients of Sperm Number per Unit Volume (z) with







* Motility. duration based on four days of storage in the case of experiment 3.
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advantage of density during storage (all stored semen was diluted
an equal amount) . The latter appears least likely since ram semen
was found to retain motility equally as well at a one to three
dilution as at the one to one dilution used in this work (unpub-
lished data) . On the other hand, there may be a real correlation
between cell number and viability of the individual cells. It is
not illogical to postulate that as the physiological state of testes
improves they would tend to produce both more and higher
quality sperm cells. This possibility receives support from the
existence of a small positive correlation between sperm number
and glycolysis per unit volume divided by sperm number, where-
as the general effect of increasing the density of uniform quality
sperm is to reduce glycolysis per unit number. The values of this
correlation in the three experiments reviewed and in the data of
an additional group of 92 samples were 0.04, 0.11, 0.11, and 0.07,
respectively.
Walton and Edwards (65) report a somewhat higher relation
between fertility and respiration rate per unit volume of semen
divided by sperm number than between fertility and rate per
unit volume. The data were, however, hardly sufficient to establish
this beyond reasonable doubt. Furthermore, rate i)er unit volume
should give some measure of reproductive capacity as well as of
the quality of the individual sperm produced since it is correlated
with sperm number. There is no indication in their report of
reproductive load being sufficient to affect the fertility of the bulls
with which they worked.
Studies of Sperm Cell Cytology
One of the authors sought to find
a variable cytological feature associ-
ated with the physiologic state of
sperm cells (17). Using aceto-carmine
stain in a manner described in his
original paper and examining the
cell microscopically with the aid of
dark field illumination, he observed
a small hyaline vesicular structure as
a part of the cell membrane at the
anterior portion of some sperm (see
figure 2) . He termed this feature a
"vesicle." Considerable evidence has
been' compiled to show that the pro- FIG. 2. A ram spermatozoonwith a typical "vesicle"
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Table 8. Per Cent of Sperm with Vesicles at Different Ages of Stored Samples
Age of samples
in days
Ram from which sample was secured
54 36 67 32
67 51 39 35
1 43 31 24 22
2 42 28 18 21
3 17 7 5 11
4 4 3 5 4
5 0 1 1 1
portion of cells exhibiting a vesicle is related to their average
quality. Although all work to be reported was with ram sperm,
a comparable structure was found on bull sperm and a somewhat
modified one on the sperm cells of boars.
As spermatozoa age in storage, the per cent of cells with
vesicles decreases. Typical data are presented in table 8. The rela-
tionship between age and number of vesicles is striking. Each
figure is based on the observation of 150 cells which were mor-
phologically normal in all other respects.
Vesiculated cells were also counted in the 60 samples used in
the last experiment of the previous section, both when fresh and
after four days of storage. The condensed data are presented in
table 9. Statistical analysis revealed highly significant differences
between rams and between fresh and aged samples as would be
expected from casual observation of the data. It was interesting,
on the other hand, that the interaction of age of sample with in-
dividuals from which they were secured was not significant. This
implies that regardless of initial level the rate of decline was not
uniformly different for one ram than for another. It was a little
surprising not to find significant differences in this respect among
as many as 15 rams. The same interaction was highly significant
in the case of glycolysis rates.
Table 9. Per Cent of Sperm with Vesicles (Average of Four Samples) in Fresh
Samples and in the Same Samples after Four Days of Storage
Ram
Age of sample, days
Ram
Age of sample, days
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Under conditions where loss of viability is much more rapid
than in storage at reduced temperatures, the decline in per cent
cells with vesicles is also more rapid. Thus when vesicles were
counted at the beginning and end of 50 minutes at a temperature
of 37° C. the decline was comparable to that during a number of
days at 4° C. Table 10 contains typical results. Each of these sam-
ples was collected from a different ram.
An attempt was made to find whether vesiculated cells ascend
the female reproductive tract in greater numbers than other cells.
Two ewes were inseminated with samples in which vesicles had
been counted, and were killed 12 hours later. The sperm were
immediately washed from the infundibulum and vesicular counts
made on those sperm which had traveled the entire length of the
reproductive tract (table 11) . In each case the proportion of
vesicles was significantly higher in sperm cells flushed from the
infundibulum than in the original sample. Although data from
the use of more animals would be desirable, the results strongly
suggest that the vesiculated cells are better adapted than others
to travel in the female tract.
It was found in three trials that when ejaculates were col-
lected at approximately hourly intervals from the same ram that
the proportion of vesiculated cells in the successive samples
gradually decreased. There is thus a possibility that lack of the
vesicle indicates immaturity of sperm as well as loss of function
through age.
While a vesicle was never observed on a cell exhibiting any
Table 11. Comparison of Per Cent* Cells with Vesicles in Samples Used for Insemina-
tion and among Sperm Which Reached the Infundibulum in 12 Hours
Ewe
Per cent cells with vesicles
In original sample At the infundibulum
1 9 0............................................................................................ . 30.0
33.0
* 150 cells observed to obtain each figure.
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type of abnormal head, the proportion among sperm cells with
tail abnormalities was not different from among sperm with no
abnormalities of any sort. Among 23,500 cells observed in one
series, 19.66 per cent of those with only tail abnormalities ex-
hibited vesicles, while the per cent among those with no visible
abnormalities was 19.94. In another series of 12,500, the corres-
ponding proportions were 16.51 and 16.23, respectively.
Vesiculated cells were counted on all of the fresh samples of
the second and third experiments described in the previous sec-
tion. The relationship between per cent vesicles in fresh samples
and livability in storage was low. In the second experiment the
partial correlation between per cent vesicles and motility dura-
tion with cell number held constant was statistically significant
but so low that vesicle number would have little predictive value.
Only in the case of the within ram variation did the data on
vesicles and glycolysis predict motility duration significantly bet-
ter than glycolysis alone. Even here the amount by which the
standard error of estimate was decreased was so small as to be of
little practical importance. While all of the data have indicated a
positive relationship between numbers of vesicles and glycolysis
rates, this relationship is not high. Correlation coefficients in-
volving glycolysis, vesicle numbers, and sperm number are pre
sented in table 12. Correlations, with sperm number are given be-
cause vesieles were counted per unit number of cells, while gly-
colysis was measured on. unit volumes of semen.
" The positive relationships of vesicle numbers to glycolysis
rates and motility duration are so low as to suggest that they
result only from the fact that all three decrease on the average
with age of cells rather than from a direct physiological rela-
tionship.
While the evidence does not indicate a high relationship be-
tween vesicle number and viability, the data of table 11 suggest
that this structure may have an. important function relative to
ascent of the female reproductive tract. It is probable that quali-
ties other than viability are necessary to ascent of the female
tract by sperm; such a factor suggested by Miller and Kurzrok
Table 12. Correlation Coefficients Involving Glycolysis Rate (x), Per Cent Vesicles (u),
and Sperm Numbers (z)
Experiment
Partial Multiple Simple correlations
correlations correlations
rxu.z rx(ux) rxu rxx
.722 .294 .666
.642 .382 .629
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(41) is the ability of sperm cells to dissolve normal cervical
mucus. It is entirely possible that the "vesicle" is an indicator of 
or is itself one of, those qualities. Thus, regardless of its relation-
ship to viability it should on the basis of present evidence be con-
sidered as a possible important characteristic of high quality
sperm.
The report of Seymour and Benmosche (62) is interesting in
relation to the vesicular structure. Photographs of human sperm
taken through an electron microscope revealed an irregularity at
the vertex of the sperm head which they suggest may have a
special function in fertilization of the egg. It is not impossible
that what appeared as a "notch" in their photograph is the equiv-
alent in the human of the "vesicle" discussed above in the ram
and bull.
Relationship of Semen Characteristics to Probability of Conception
An attempt was made to compare the efficacy of various
measures for predicting the ability of semen to induce conception
when used for insemination. Sixty-five ewes were employed. In
order to obtain a complete record of their estrus cycles they were
"teased" three times a day, using a ram prevented from actual
copulation by an apron tied securely around his middle. No ewe
was inseminated during the first estrus period observed; knowl-
edge of the length of the first estrus made it possible within limits
to inseminate all ewes at a standard time relative to the end of
the heat period. Each ewe was inseminated with 0.3 ml. of freshly
collected semen. The remainder of each sample used was taken
immediately to the laboratory where slides were prepared for
cytological studies, glycolysis rates measured, and sperm numbers
estimated by means of the photoelectric colorimeter. Ewes which
did not conceive were inseminated in as many as four successive
heat periods. All which had not then conceived were mated by
direct service with a highly fertile ram. Subsequently all but
three ewes were slaughtered. Number of corpora lutea and num-
ber of embryos were recorded if fertilization had occurred. Two
of the five ewes not pregnant exhibited gross abnormalities of the
reproductive tract. The records of all inseminations involving the
five ewes which did not finally conceive after natural mating were
eliminated from consideration.
• Table 13 contains the means of various criteria for samples
that induced fertilization and those that did not. None of the dif-
ferences were significant although the samples in group 1 were on
the average slightly superior in each item considered.
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Table 13. Comparison of Samples Inducing Conception with Those Not
Inducing Conception
Criteria
Group I Group II
Samples Samples not
inducing conception inducing conception S.E. of Diff.
N = 45 N = 47
Diff.
Glycolysis per 0.1 ml. semen ................................... 32.3 29.0 0.63
Glycolysis per unit number of sperms*......... 0.1343
...............247.9
0.121 1.05
Sperms per 0.0001 cu. min. semen 247. 230.1 0.84
Vesiculated sperm in 500 ............................................. 14.7 14.4 0.17
Sperm with normal form in 500 ........................... 374 361 0.63
* Glycolysis per unit volume divided by number of sperm per 0.0001 cu. mm. semen.
On the average, there were more factors other than semen
quality operating to reduce the probability of conception in the
ewes that did not conceive in the first estrus period than in those
that did. Consequently, whether or not conception resulted in
subsequent inseminations seemed to depend more on factors other
than semen quality than was the case in the first round. In addi-
tion, the semen used for inseminations subsequent to the first
averaged higher in all items measured. Because there is some in--
dication that the probability of conception was not greatly dif-
ferent with the exception of the very poorest samples used (see
table 14) , the result of increased quality of semen may have been
practically to equalize the probability of conception resulting
from most of the samples used in other than first inseminations.
In that case the occurrence of conception would depend more than
ever on factors other than semen quality. These considerations
appear to justify treating data from initial inseminations sepa-
rately. Table 15 contains results for this group of data comparable
in form to table 13. While the differences in general are larger,
still none are significant.
The nature of these data is a complicating factor in their
analysis. Whenever factors other than semen quality (of which
there conceivably may be many) are responsible for failure of an
Table 14. Proportions of Conceptions Resulting from Semen with Different
Levels of Glycolysis
Glycolysis rate Number of
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Table 15. Comparison of Samples Inducing Conception with Those Not Inducing
Conception, Using Only Data on Initial Insemination
Criteria
Group I Group II
Diff.
Samples Samples not
inducing conception inducing conception S.E. of Diff.
N = 30 N = 26
Glycolysis per 0.1 ml. semen ................................. 27.7 20.2 1.63
Glycolysis per unit number of sperms........... 0.1263
....................222.8
0.1128 0.85
Sperms per 0.0001 cm. semen 2 .  , 181.3 1.82
Vesiculated sperm in 500 ............................................. 13.9 11.6 1.28
Sperm with normal form in 500 ........................... 386 378 0.32
insemination, the variance of samples failing to induce conception
is increased. Furthermore, it was evident that samples somewhat
poorer than the average were good enough to have almost the
same probability of inducing conception as the best samples used.
Yet the criteria of whether fertilization did or did not occur in
no way discriminated between two samples of different quality
if both were good enough to cause fertilization. As a result of
these :two factors the ordinary method of comparing the differ-
ence between two means with its standard error is obviously not
well adapted to the problem at hand. Another method was there-
fore resorted to. It consisted of ranking the samples relative to
one of the criteria measured and then dividing them into con-
secutive groups of five samples each. The averages for groups of
five of the criterion considered in ranking were then correlated
with the number of the samples in the groups that induced con-
ception. This was done for each criterion in turn. The correlations
were calculated for the entire group of data and also for the
smaller group consisting only of data on first inseminations. The
object of this method of analysis was an attempt to correlate the
level of samples with respect to a certain criterion with an ex-
perimental estimate of the probability of such samples inducing
,conception. The correlation coefficients are presented in table 16.
All correlations were positive but only the one with glycolysis
per un4 volume of semen in the data on first inseminations is
Table 16. Correlations between the Level of Various Characteristics of Semen and
the Probability of Conception Resulting from Insemination with the Same Samples
Correlation between per cent
conception and
All data
18 groups of 5 each
Data on
first inseminations
11 groups of 5 each
Glycolysis per 0.1 ml. semen ............... ....... ..... .320 .681
Glycolysis per unit number of sperms ........................ .... ................ .386 .430
Sperms per 0.0001 cu. mm. semen .266 .518
Vesiculated sperm in 500 ....... ..... ..... .......... .... ..... A177* /11011
Sperm with normal form in 500.... ..... ..... ..............r V.225/ -4P.4241
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significantly different from zero; none of the coefficients are dif-
ferent from each other by a significant amount.
The data from this experiment do not by themselves establish
the relationship of any of the characters studied to semen
quality; neither do they establish beyond any doubt which of
these characters is most closely related to semen quality. How-
ever, considered together with other evidence they have some
significance. Here, as in the case of Herman and Swanson (25),
the number of abnormal cells showed little relationship to
whether or not individual samples induced conception. In con-
trast to the statement made by Walton and Edwards (65) regard-
ing their data, there was an indication that the number of cells
might be of some importance. As a result, glycolysis per unit
volume of semen was correlated a little more closely to fertility
than glycolysis per unit number of cells. While the correlations
are not of sufficient size to be significant for the numbers in-
volved, they support other evidence for the value of both glycoly-
sis rates and vesicle number in measuring semen quality.
These results, together with those of Herman and Swanson,
suggest that the relation between the quality of individual
samples of semen and the probability of conception resulting
from their use is obscured by the action of other factors affecting
the occurrence of conception. Perhaps, therefore, more favorable
results should not have been expected. There is some reason to
believe, as indicated by table 14, that if samples of somewhat
lower average quality had been used, the experiment might have
been more decisive.
Correlations between Different Criteria of Semen Quality
Correlations between semen density, glycolysis rate per unit
volume of semen, proportion of cells with vesicles, and propor-
tion of cells with normal morphology calculated from two sepa-
rate groups of data are presented in table 17. There is good agree-
ment between the coefficients from the two sources. The im-
portant point is that glycolysis, vesicles, and abnormal cells are
not highly correlated. Thus, if they are all important each must
be measured in order to evaluate properly a sample of semen
since any one of them gives very little information about either
of the other two. An exception is the high negative correlation
between the proportion of cells with vesicles and the proportion
with abnormal heads when the average of the latter is high
(Green and Comstock, 19) . This is doubtlessly due to the fact
that vesicles are not found on cells with abnormal heads. The
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Table 17. Correlations between Semen Density (z), Glycolysis Rate per Unit Volume
of Semen (x), Proportion of Cells with Vesicles (u), and Proportion of
Cells with Normal Morphology (t)















result is that high vesicular counts will seldom occur in samples
with large numbers of head abnormalities, though the absence
of the latter does not guarantee the presence of a large number
of vesicles.
Sample Variation in Criteria of Semen Quality
The number of samples required to characterize the semen of
a particular male depends on the variation among samples from
the same animal. The within ram variances of table 18 were cal-
culated from data on semen of 12 rams. With a few exceptions
(occasionally a sample could not be obtained from one or an-
other of the rams) , 16 samples from each ram, four a month for
four months, were involved.
The estimates of within ram variance were calculated on an
intra-month basis in order to eliminate most of. the seasonal ef-
fect on the characteristics. No attempt was made to remove the
day-to-day effects of changes in-weather since they would always
be involved in an estimation of average semen quality. The mean
Table 18. Means, Ranges of Means for Separate Animals, and Sample _Variation of
Sperm Number per 0.0001 Cu. mm. Semen (z), Glycolysis per 0.1 ml. Semen (x),
Per Cent Normal Sperm (t)*, and Per Cent Sperm with Vesicles (u)*
Characteristic
Variance ..... .................................................... 4460+562 376t + 48 .01566 + .00201 .000411 + .000052
Standard error ..... ......................._........ 66.8 19.4 .125 .021
Mean319 33.7 .688 .052
Mean monthly range of means
for separate animals ..... .......... 236 41 .344 .054
* 500 cells observed.
t This is greater than a figure given by Comstock (10) for respiration rates which
should have about the same variance as glycolysis rates. However, in that case the samples
were collected on successive days instead of at weekly intervals through a month.
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• of all values used is given, since the variation is to some extent
affected by the magnitudes measured. Variation in semen density
and glycolysis rate decreases as the actual values become smaller.
Variation in the proportion of normally formed sperm or of cells
with vesicles decreases as the actual values approach either zero
or one. The range of mean values of the separate animals was
averaged for the four months and included in the table to give
an idea of the differences that were encountered between animals.
Except for density this range is between two and three times the
standard error of individual samples. Thus a ram at either end
of the range might produce a single sample falling almost any-
where within the range of the mean values. It should be stated
that the average quality of the semen produced by the different
rams varied from what would be considered very, good to rather
poor. Obviously more than one or two samples should be tested
if accurate estimates of the average quality of semen of different
animals are required. This is in accord with the recommendation
of Herman and Swanson (25).
The relative effects of the number of separate samples exam-
ined and number of cells observed per sample on the accuracy of
estimating the proportion of cells with vesicles or of cells with
normal morphology in the semen produced by different males
are of practical importance. Error arises from (a) variation
among different samples from the same animals and, (b) random




s2 is an estimate of the variance of determining the mean proportion
of cells with normal morphology (or with vesicles) in the semen
of a male,
S12 is an estimate of the variance among the proportions occurring in
different samples from the same male,
p is the mean proportion of cells with normal morphology (or with
vesicles),
q = 1—p is the mean proportion of cells with abnormal morphology
(or without vesicles),
N is the number of cells observed per sample, and
k is the number of samples examined.
6 Actually the expression given is only an approximation to the form,
s2 = si2 (p1 qi)
TE 1
k2
where the values of p and q for individual samples are specified instead of the mean
values for the male. The difference is not of sufficient magnitude to be important in
connection with the matter at hand. In either case the assumption is made that the
distribution of normal and abnormal cells on the microscope slide is random.
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Obviously the examination of more samples decreases vari-
ance from both sources, while the observation of more cells per
sample reduces variance from the latter only. Substitution of the
experimentally estimated values of s2, p, and q in the above equa-
tion gives
.01566 = s? + (.69 x .31) (Since the variance in table 18 is for single
500 samples, k = 1.)
s2= .01523. (In the case of the proportion of normal cells)
The variance of determining the proportion in a particular
sample, qp/N, is largest, for equal values of N, when p = 0.5.
Therefore, by substituting 0.25 for pq in the formula, the error of
determining the proportion in individual samples and, conse-
quently, the value of increasing N is placed at a maximum. Using
the above estimate of si2, the standard errors of estimates of the
mean proportion of normal cells can be approximated for differ-
ent values of k and N. A series of such values was determined
and appears as the first part of table 19. The second portion of the
table is comprised of a similar series calculated in exactly the
same way from data on bull semen presented by Herman and
Swanson (25). The variance between samples within males was
based on only a slightly smaller number of degrees of freedom
than in the case of the ,ram data presented by the authors and,
as in that case, was calculated on an intra-month basis. The two
series do not indicate• exactly the same relative effect of changes
Table 19. Estimated Values of s for Different Values of k and N*
(N) Number of cells observed (k) Number of samples examined
per sample 1 2 3 4 5
Minnesota ram data
25
.159 .112 .092 .079 .071
50 
-•••••••••******** •-••••••• ******** *---••• ******** 
••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••-••••••••••• .142 .101 .082 .071 .064
100
.133 .094 .077 .067 .060
250
.127 .090 .074 .064 .057
500
.125 .089 .072 .063 .056
.123 .087 .071 .062 .055
Data from Herman and Swansonf on bull semen
25
.126 .089 .073 .063 .056
50
.105 .074 .060 .052 .047
100 092 .065 .053 .046 .041
250 - 
.083 .059 .048 .042 .037
500
.080 .057 • .046 .040 .036
CO 077 .054 .044 .039 .034
* s = estimated standard deviation of the mean proportion of cells with normal
morphology among kN sperm cells.
N = number of cells observed per sample.
k = number of samples examined.
Data from the first four months of 1940 in tables 6-13, inclusive, of their publication.
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in the size of k and N, but the difference is not large enough to
affect the general conclusions to be drawn. It is obvious from the
table that the classification of more than about 100 cells per sam-
ple is an impractical refinement since it results in only a small
reduction in the standard error of the estimate obtained. Im-
portant increases in the accuracy will result only from the ex-
amination of more samples per animal. Indeed, equal or greater
accuracy can be attained from the observation of a smaller total
number of cells by examining more samples but less cells per
sample. In most work reported in the literature, 333 or 500 cells
were observed per sample. This was entirely justifiable in the
experimental stages of the work but should not now be recom-
mended for practice in routine determinations.
The preceding discussion pertains only to the accuracy of de-
termining the proportions of normal and abnormal (all types
grouped) cells. The accuracy with which the proportion of a
particular type of abnormality of low frequency is determined
was not considered because, as mentioned earlier, there is no
general agreement as to any one type of abnormality being more
important than anOther in semen evaluation.
Using the same approach it is easily shown that 100 cells can
be considered as a practical maximum to observe per sample
when estimating the average proportion of sperm with vesicles
in semen produced by a male.
Methods for Semen Appraisal
Optimum use of the various methods of semen appraisal de-
pends on consideration of (a) the information given by each and
(b) the relative importance of the various characteristics of
semen in specific instances. It is important to remember that sev-
eral characteristics may be necessary in sperm cells of high
quality and that these characteristics may be relatively inde-
pendent of each other, i.e., cells strong in one respect may be
weak in another. If this is true there probably is no single criterion
aside from the breeding test that can be used as an accurate over-
all measure of sperm cell quality; though a number may be useful
measures of particular requisite characteristics. At the same time
the relative importance of the several characteristics may shift,
depending on the way in which semen is to be used, with the
result that the information given by a particular method may
assume a greater relative importance in one case than in another.
In view of these considerations a brief summary of the type of
information given by the various methods of evaluation appears
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pertinent, though it will necessarily be incomplete in many re-
spects because of lack of information.
Reaction rates (glycolysis and respiration) can be discussed
together since they are closely correlated and because there is
no evidence to indicate that one is superior to the other or that
they yield separate types of information. They appear to be im-
portant specifically in the measurement of sperm cell motility and
the ability of sperm cells to remain motile. On the other hand, the
evidence indicates clearly that the ability to remain motile in
storage can be determined more accurately by actual observation
than it can be predicted from reaction rates. There is no evidence
as to whether direct measurements of motility duration in stor-
age or reaction rates are superior for the prediction of livability
in the female reproductive tract; different factors may bear on
the retention of motility in different environments. There is no
particular reason to believe that reaction rates are closely related
to important characteristics of sperm cells other than motility or
the factors affecting motility.
The staining method of Lasley and co-workers is another
technic relating to motility. Its use following temperature shock
is reported of value for predicting motility duration. There is at
present no evidence on the accuracy of this method compared to
either visual estimates of motility or the measurement of reaction
rates.
The remaining methods of evaluation have not been shown to
be as specifically related to motility as the foregoing ones, nor
has their value been claimed on that basis. Rather it must be con-
cluded that they are related to one or more other necessary char-
acteristics. The most widely used of these is the enumeration of
sperm cells with abnormal morphology. Its usefulness appears to
lie in the detection of males whose fertility is unsatisfactory iti
natural matings. While certain individuals are not correctly classi-
fied, these cases appear to be in a decided minority. Some reser-
vation must be made with regard to its use for the detection of
males whose semen is unsatisfactory for artificial insemination.
No great number should be incorrectly indicated as unsatis-
factory, but there might well be an increase in the number of
unsatisfactory males that were not detected. This could result
from the fact that the ability to retain motility in storage, a char-
acteristic to which the proportion of abnormal cells is not closely
related, would be considerably more important than in the former
case. Strangely enough, neither the data presented herein nor
those of Herman and Swanson (25) indicate this method to have
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any particular worth for predicting the value for insemination of
individual samples of semen.
Most of the remarks made regarding the enumeration of ab-
normal cells can be repeated with respect to the utilization of
biometric constants calculated from measurements of sperm head
lengths. It appears from the data of Savage, Williams, and Fowler
(59), however, that a somewhat greater proportion of unsatis-
factory males would go undetected by this method. On the other
hand, Williams and Savage (72) found one infertile bull not in-
dicated as such by a study of sperm cell morphology but which
would have been detected by knowledge of head length distribu-
tion. It might be concluded that this method could be used to
supplement but not replace the enumeration of cells with ab-
normal morphology.
The vesicular structure has been shown to be a definitive
feature of different samples of semen. It is lost as sperm cells age
but the proportion possessing it is not highly correlated with
viability of the sample of cells as a whole. On the other hand,
there is evidence to indicate that this structure has, or is indica-
tive of, a function not related to metabolic activity but perhaps
equally important in making fertilization possible. There appears
no reason to believe that presence or absence of the vesicle bears
on the same characteristic as the proportion of abnormal cells.
While vesicles were not observed on sperm cells with abnormal
heads, the low correlation (table 17) between proportion of cells
with vesicles and proportion of cells with aionormal forms indi-
cates no great tendency for a lower proportion of vesicles on the
cells with normal heads in a sample containing a large number
of abnormal cells than in a sample with few abnormal cells.
It is apparent from the foregoing that unfavorable results
from any one of the tests discussed may suffice to detect semen
of low quality. On the other hand, favorable results from any one
of the tests cannot be taken as a guarantee of high quality semen
since the presence of only one desirable characteristic is in all
probability not sufficient. It is clear that, at least in our present
state of knowledge, several tests are required for a thorough
measure of semen quality. However, there is no guarantee that
the methods discussed cover all factors concerned in quality.
The relative importance of the various characteristics and con-
sequently the emphasis to be placed on different measures de-
pends to some extent on circumstances. For example, number of
sperm cells produced may not be particularly important in a male
used for natural mating in a small herd or flock of females if the
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sperm cells he does produce are of good quality. By contrast, cell
number would be much more important when it is desirable to
use a male to the limit of his capacity as in the case of sires
owned by an artificial insemination organization. In like manner,
motility duration in storage would be much more important in
the latter case; it may also be important if hand mating is prac-
ticed and matings are not made close to time of ovulation.
The choice of methods may also be altered by the purpose for
which evaluations are required. Thus, in the evaluation of the
semen of a prospective sire, motility duration in storage can be
measured directly, whereas in the selection of individual samples
to be used for a purpose requiring motility duration over a period
of time, this would be impossible because the samples under
consideration would be, for practical purposes, nonfunctional
when the test was completed. In this case one of the methods for
predicting motility duration in advance would be useful. To cite
another example, if, as stated by Williams and Savage (72), the
proportion of cells with abnormal forms does not change during
storage, that characteristic would not be useful for comparing
methods of semen preservation.
A disadvantage of visual estimates of motility, the measure-
ment of motility duration, and the enumeration of cells with ab-
normal morphology or vesicles results from the fact that they are
partially subjective in nature, i.e., they involve a certain amount
of judgment on the part of the technician. As a result, different
workers would in all probability report somewhat different values
for the same samples. Comstock (8) found this to be true in the
case of motility estimates and also found that the workers dif-
fered in the relative evaluation of different samples. This would
necessarily cause some disagreement between the results of dif-
ferent workers with respect to critical levels of these particular
measures. What may be more important, an individual worker's
judgment may shift from time to time. By comparison, measure-
ments of reaction rates are relatively objective in nature. How
important this factor is or whether it is of practical importance
at all cannot be decided' without information regarding the mag-
nitude of its effect in practice.
The time and the amount and cost of special equipment re-
quired by the various methods and the ease with which they can
be used in the field have not been considered, but are factors
which will affect the selection of methods to be used for many
routine purposes.
The measurement of reaction rates will usually be discrimi-
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nated against the most because of equipment required, although
respiration can be measured with apparatus (to be described in
the next section) that is much less costly than the Warburg
apparatus. A microscope and refrigerator are "musts" for work
with semen and therefore cannot be regarded as special equip-
ment.
The time required is much the greatest for the measurement
of sperm head lengths and subsequent calculation of biometric
constants, and is a serious disadvantage of that method.
The methods involving fixing and staining of the sperm cells
are most easily adapted to use in the field. Suitable slides can be
prepared on the farm or ranch with a minimum of special effort
and examined at leisure in the laboratory at some later time. If
sufficient samples are to be tested or the evaluation of one or two
is of enough importance to make it practical, the portable ap-
paratus to be described in the next section can be used to measure
respiration rates in the field, provided electricity and a suitable
working place are available.
\ It is obvious from the foregoing discussion that no set scheme
for semen evaluation can be laid down for use in all circum-
stances. Rather, the technician must consider the importance of
the decision to be based on the evaluation made, what informa-
tion is most important to the decision, the amount of time and
equipment it is practical to devote to the matter, etc., in choosing
the method or combination of methods most appropriate to the
particular case.
NEW EQUIPMENT FOR MEASUREMENT OF RESPIRATION
OF SPERM CELLS
Extensive use of glycolysis or respiration rates for semen
evaluation would require equipment which is both portable and
moderate in cost. The Warburg apparatus does not meet these re-
quirements but equipment that does has been devised in this
laboratory. The principle involved is the same as for the Haldane
gas analysis apparatus and the Barcroft apparatus modified ac-
cording to Dixon (13), namely, the direct measurement of volume
change when pressure is constant. The reaction chambers are
small flasks with calibrated capillary side arms open at the distal
end. Measurements are made under water in a constant tempera-
ture water bath. Once temperature equilibrium has been reached,
an amount of water equal in volume to the oxygen used by res-
piration is drawn into the side arm, where the quantity can be
read directly.
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Figures 3 and 4 show the essential parts of the apparatus.
They are: (A) the units in which the reaction occurs and is
measured, (B) a unit for making a blank determination, (C) a
brass stand which supports the measuring units and holds them
under water, (D) a clip which holds the blank unit, (E) a con-
stant temperature water bath, and (F) a small electric motor
with paddle for circulating the water in the bath. •
Each measuring unit consists of a small flask (8-10 ml.) con-
nected through a ground-glass joint and glass tube with a capillary
side arm which projects at an angle of about 85 degrees with the
perpendicular axis of the flask. A 0.2 ml. pipette (graduated to
0.001 ml.) attached with the zero mark at the distal end serves
very well for the side arm since it furnishes a suitable volume
calibrated to sufficiently small units. Results will be most satis-
factory if the end of the pipette is removed about 2 mm. below
the zero mark. If the end is then fire-polished, care must be exer-
cised to avoid reducing the size of the opening since this results
in irregular behavior. Each flask contains a small (0.3-0.4 ml.)
inset cup. The volume of the flasks, including the one used for
the blank determination, should vary as little as possible. Glass
hooks should be fused onto the two parts of the ground-glass
joints (the units in figure 3 lack them) so that rubber bands can
be used to hold the joints firmly during use. The units in the
figure have stopcocks at the proximal end of the side arms but
these were found not to serve a practical purpose.
The unit for the blank determination had to be constructed so
as to admit Water part way into the side arm; this was necessary
for the measurement of deviations resulting from contraction or
expansion within the flask. As a result, this unit differs in two
respects from the units described above. First, the tube leading
from the flask is a T, one end of which connects to the side arm
and the other through a stopcock to a 10-12 inch piece of rubber
tubing. Second, there is a stopcock at the distal end of the side
arm.
The construction of the brass stand (C) which holds the
measuring units is evident from the figure. It is important that
when the units are in position, the bases of the flasks shall be at
least an inch above the base of the stand. Otherwise circulation
between the flasks and the base of the stand is impeded and tem-
perature equilibrium is reached too slowly when the stand and
units are put into the water bath. The notched cross bar serves
to keep the side arms in parallel position.
The water bath must be small enough to be portable but large
FIG. 3. Parts of the portable apparatus for measuring respiration
of sperm cells (Above, 3A x 1/2, 3B x 1/4)
(A) The measuring units, (B) Unit for making blank determination, (C) Supporting
stand with two measuring units in position, (D) Clip for blank unit
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FIG. 4. Parts of the portable apparatus for measuring respiration of sperm cells
(E) Constant temperature water bath, (F) Electric stirrer
enough to furnish sufficient working room. The one shown in
figure 4 (12" x 18" and 12" deep) was found to be satisfactory
for use with six measuring units. It is constructed of pine board.,
lined with galvanized iron, and fitted with a stopcock for drain-
ing. Heat is supplied by a 250 watt knife edge heater (this could
be replaced by a light bulb) wired in series with a relay and in
parallel with a two watt pilot light. The relay is controlled by a
thermostat (bimetallic helix type) on a current reduced by use
of a fixed resistance.
Steps in the procedure of measuring respiration of sperm cells
are as follows: The bath is filled with clean water of approxi-
mately the desired temperature and allowed sufficient time to
reach the exact temperature for which the thermostat is set, e.g.,
37° C. (98° F.) . The unit for the blank determination is then pre-
pared by drawing water up to the calibrated portion of the side
arm by means of suction on the rubber tube, after which the
stopcock on the side arm is turned off. With the other stopcock
open, the unit is immersed and placed in the clip (D) which holds
it under the surface of the water. The rubber tube must extend
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outside the water bath allowing for expansion of the air within
the flask as the temperature rises to that of the bath. After tem-
perature equilibrium is reached (about 10 minutes) , the stopcock
leading to the rubber tube is closed and the other one opened.
Water will then rise to about the center of the side arm, after
which deviations in the water level will result mainly from
changes in the temperature of the water bath. The loaded measur-
ing units (semen and suspension fluid7 in the main part of the
flask, potassium hydroxide for absorption of carbon dioxide in
the inset cups) with side arms attached are placed in the brass
stand and set on the bottom of the water bath. After 10 minutes
(water should by then have risen above the zero mark) readings
of the water level in the side arms are made with the aid of a
suitable light; the blank reading is made at the same time. At
the end of a specified period of time (40 minutes has been used
at Minnesota) readings are again made. Negative differences in
blank readings are added to the difference between initial and
final readings of each of the measuring units; positive ones are
subtracted.
It is particularly important that the interior of the side arms
be absolutely clean and dry before use. This can be accomplished
by cleaning with acid cleaning solution, rinsing with distilled
water, and drying with alcohol and ether.
A few trials may be necessary to find the position of the stand
in the bath that promotes the most uniform results in all flasks.
Avoid having the flasks close to the heating unit.
Accuracy
Error was determined from uniformity trials using semen from
the same sample in all six reaction flasks. The same test was made
using the Warburg apparatus. The average standard error of
measurement for four such trials in which respiration ranged
from 36 to 95 cu. mm. of oxygen in 40 minutes was 3.92 cu. mm.
for the Warburg and 5.50 cu. mm. for the apparatus just described.
Respiration rates of 36 separate samples of semen were de-
termined by each method in a second test of accuracy. The cor-
relation between results from the two methods was 0.88. An in-
direct estimate of the error of the new apparatus, the square
root of the difference between the squared standard error of pre-
dicting the value measured by the new apparatus from the value
measured by the Warburg and the variance of the Warburg (3.922)
obtained in the previous trial, was 8.4 cu. mm. In this second test
7 The same as used for measurement of r'eaction rates in the Warburg apparatus.
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the person measuring out the semen and operating the Warburg
was doing this work for the first time. Since optimum accuracy
is not attained without practice, the figure, 8.4 cu. mm., may
represent something less than maximum accuracy.
Some doubt may be expressed over attempting to measure
respiration without shaking to facilitate the diffusion of oxygen
into the water. If diffusion rate of oxygen tended to inhibit
respiration in the new apparatus it should have affected the
higher rates the most and this would have resulted in a curvi-
linear relationship between values obtained by the two methods.
There was definitely no indication of curvilinearity, from which
it appears that rate of diffusion is not a factor within the range of
respiratory rates measured (0-150 cu. mm. per hour) . While the
maximum rate that can be measured before it does become a fac-
tor has not been determined, values over 150 cu. mm. per hour
per 0.1 ml. of semen are high even for ram semen. With semen of
other animals, for which respiratory rates are rarely as high as
for ram semen, it is advisable to use more than 0.1 ml. to insure
that the oxygen used by most of the samples will be fairly large
in comparison to the error of the method. The most suitable
amount is such that the best samples will use around 100 cu. mm.
of oxygen in 40 minutes.
In order to test whether the magnitude of errors made in-
creased with that of the respiration rate measured, the correla-
tion between the size of errors of estimating the Warburg values
from the values measured by the new apparatus, disregarding
signs, and the estimated Warburg values was calculated and
found to be only 0.07. Apparently the size of errors made is
independent of the rate of respiration measured.
Discussion
When using this apparatus for measuring respiration rates as
a means of evaluating the semen of different males, the difference
in accuracy between it and the Warburg will be negligible in
comparison with the variation of samples from the same male.
The sample variance of glycolysis rates, measured by the War-
burg, was estimated as 376 (table 18) it would be about the same
for respiration. Assuming 376 as the variance of respiration rates
measured by the Warburg, four as the standard error of the War-
burg, and 8.4 as the standard error of the new apparatus (with
careful operation it may be lower) , the variance of respiration
rates of different samples from the same male measured by the
new apparatus can be estimated as 376 — 42 ± 8.42 = 431. The
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standard error of the mean of three samples tested with the War-
burg would be V376/3 = 11.2, and of the mean of four samples
tested with the new apparatus would be V431/4 = 10.4. It is ap-
parent that the difference in accuracy of the two methods can be
more than compensated by testing an additional sample of semen.
Obviously, the difference in accuracy will be more important
when the respiratory rate of specific samples is sought rather
than when, as in the case just discussed, specific samples are be-
ing tested to obtain an estimate of the respiratory rate of all
semen that a male may produce within a certain period of time.
In order to obtain absolute values (0° centigrade and 760 mm.
pressure) , corrections must be made for temperature, the pres-
sure of the water above the side arms, and barometric pressure.
The first two will be constant and, obviously, the uncorrected
values will be as useful as corrected ones. Barometric pressure
deviations of 10 mm. of mercury require a correction of only 1.3
per cent and thus the corrections ordinarily required are so small•
in magnitude as to be relatively unimportant.
To summarize, the equipment described for the measurement
of respiration is portable, moderate in cost, and sufficiently ac-
curate to be useful for many purposes.
Factors Affecting Semen Production
There is a great deal of variation in the characteristics of dif-
ferent samples of semen. Knowledge of the factors responsible
should clarify the reasons for differences in fertility between
sires and in different flocks and herds. A large portion of the
total variation is between samples from different individuals.
Data presented in this publication are typical in this respect of
a considerable amount of data to be found in the literature. Such
individual differences are doubtlessly partially genetic and par-
tially due to differences in environment to which the animals are
or have been subjected. The possibility of genetic differences
receives support from the observation by McKenzie and Ber-
liner (33) that under the same environment Shropshire and
Hampshire rams exhibited different seasonal trends in the char-
acteristics of semen and sperm cells produced.
Environmental factors which may affect semen production
are temperature at which the testes are maintained, amount of
exercise, nutrition, and frequency of ejaculation. Of these, scro-
tal temperature has probably received as much attention as any
other. The work on that subject has been reviewed by Phillips
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and McKenzie (54). They also presented evidence on two rams
which strongly suggested that the semen quality of rams in
high condition and/or carrying long fleece may frequently suf-
fer because of inability to maintain sufficiently low scrotal
temperatures.
EXPERIMENT 1
Twelve ram lambs of the Shropshire breed were used to test
the effect of differences in (a) the amount of fat carried by rams
and (b) the frequency of ejaculation on the quality of semen
produced. The experiment began in January when the rams
were about 10 months old and was continued for a period of one
year. Six of the rams were full fed on concentrate mixture8 in
addition to all the alfalfa hay of good quality that they cared for.
The other six were limited to an amount of hay and concentrate
mixture which sufficed to keep them healthy but in only what
might be described as fair condition. There was a sharp contrast
in the amount of fat carried by the two groups. Samples were
collected once every two days from two rams of each group, once
daily from two of each group, and twice daily from two of each
group. Semen density, glycolysis rate, And proportion of cells
with normal morphology were determined with a few exceptions
on four samples from each ram in each month. The quality of _
semen produced by rams treated the same was sufficiently vari-
able so that significant differences resulting from treatments
could not be demonstrated either for the entire year or for any
month taken separately. Part of the full-fed group produced a
lower quality of semen than any of the other rams, particularly
during the summer and early fall months. One was still produc-
ing poor semen in January when the experiment was terminated.
On the other hand, two of the full-fed rams produced some of
the best semen even during the summer when the effect of high
condition on scrotal temperatures should have been most pro-
nounced. McKenzie and Berliner (33) advanced the theory that
the frequent observation of excessive condition and poor semen
production in the same animal may result because both arise
from a common cause, namely, a particular type of endocrine
constitution, and not entirelybecause of a cause and effect re-
lationship between high condition and low quality semen. If their
theory is correct it may serve to explain the variable results ob-
tained in this experiment where high or low condition was im-
8 The same as specified in section on materials and methods.
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posed on the animals regardless of their' natural tendencies. On
the other hand, in view of the known fact that high scrotal tem-
peratures impair spermatogenesis, it appears likely that any con-
dition which would reduce the ability of the body to give off
excess heat would tend to reduce semen quality during hot
weather. It must not be concluded that condition by itself has no
effect on the semen produced. All that can be concluded is that
if it does tend on the average to reduce semen quality, the effect
is sufficiently variable so that it could not be clearly demonstrated
in this experiment.
There were no significant differences in semen quality because
of frequency of ejaculation. It is necessary to use extreme cau-
tion in drawing conclusions. A different type of experiment in
which each individual was at different times subjected to the
different amounts of use or the same type of experiment used to
test the effect of other levels of use might have shown it to be
an important factor. McKenzie, Miller, and Bauguess (34) showed
that frequency of ejaculation affected seminal quality in boars,
and Weatherby et al. (67) presented some evidence of the same
nature in the case of bulls. It is generally accepted that when a
certain frequency of ejaculation is exceeded, the quality of semen
produced suffers. The maximum frequency not accompanied by
a decrease in seminal quality doubtlessly varies between species,
breeds, and individuals. The results of this experiment appear
to warrant the conclusion that on the average young, healthy
Shropshire rams are probably capable of ejaculation twice daily
with no ill effect on the semen produced. This is in agreement
with literature on this subject reviewed by McKenzie and Ber-
liner (33).
Because treatment differences were not significant, the data
are not presented separately for the treatment groups. Instead,
averages of the various characteristics are presented by months
in table 20 to demonstrate seasonal trends.
The important feature is the decrease in all characteristics
during the summer months. McKenzie and Berliner (33) report
the same trend in sperm numbers and numbers of abnormal
forms, though the low point occurs about a month earlier than
in their data. Erb et al. ( 15 ) report the quality of bull semen is
also lowest during the summer.
The monthly averages indicate lower quality of semen in
September than later in the fall and that glycolysis rate is still
low in October. Since there was considerable variation among
the rams, the semen produced by some of them during the early
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Table 20. Means by Months of Sperm Number per 0.0001 Cu. mm., Glycolysis per













6/12-7/5 _ .......... _........ ........... ...._........... ..... .......-............... .. 210 21 132
91 9 124
8/14-8/28 .. ....... ........ ..... ......... ....... ___ ..... _.........._....... _.... 102 16 237
152 20 283
10/9 -10/30 ....... ..._._..... ..... .............. .... ......... ......._...... ..... ..... 183 13 367
11/6 -11/27 ._____ ......... .. ...... ......... .... _. .............. ..... .._.. 287 27 394
333 27 371
288 36 399
fall must have been very poor. As emphasized* by Green (18),
this has an important bearing on the success of matings made
early in the breeding season. Whenever it is desired to have the
bulk of a lamb crop born early and within a relatively short
period of time, it should prove especially worth-while to verify
the fertility of the rams to be used.
EXPERIMENT 2
Subsequent to the completion of the above experiment a
further test was made of the effect of high condition. As before,
one group was full fed and the other fed to maintain only fair
condition. The earlier experiment had shown that if a difference
were to be demonstrated it would be desirable to use more rams.
Therefore, a total of 17 rams was used. Only one factor, degree
of condition, was tested. As a result there were twice as many
degrees of freedom for experimental error as in the first experi-
ment. Glycolysis rates and semen density were measured on four
samples from each ram in May and three in September. This
change was made because differences between the semen of dif-
ferent rams on the same treatment had been found large in com-
parison to differences between samples of semen from the same
ram. Testing more than three or four samples from each ram at
the beginning and end of the experiment would, therefore, have
been an impractical expenditure of effort. September was chosen
as the time of the final tests because in Minnesota practice it
marks the beginning of the breeding season. The condensed data
of this experiment are presented in table 21. At the time the
final tests were made, the rams were placed in three classes, de-
pending on their degree of condition (high, medium, and low) ,
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Table 21. Glycolysis per 0.1 ml. and Sperm Number per 0.0001 cm"of Semen
Produced by Rams Differing in Condition
Rant
Glycolysis per 0.1 ml. Sperm number per 0.0001 cm"
May
Decrease from

















































61 27 45 —18 231 359 —128
131 71 69 2 395 318 77
63 28 18 10 238 144 94
77 76 48 28 461 274 187
115 32 36 —4 203 259 —56
117 33 7 26 331 73 258
7.3 72
LOW CONDITION ,GROUP
58 12 475 362 113
36 5 381 222 159
110 ... ...................... 33 39 —6 405 348 57
114 30 41 —11 341 304 37
Merm 0.0 92
by a competent sheep specialist who had no other contact with
the experiment and who knew nothing about the quality of
semen produced by the different rams. This is the basis of the
classification in table 21. Only two of the full fed rams (619 and
131) failed to be put in the high condition group. None of those
on limited feed were put in that group. Statistical analysis re-
vealed the fact that the decreases in glycolysis rate and semen
density from spring to fall were significantly greater for the high
condition group than for the medium and low condition groups.
There were individual differences in the degree of condition at-
tained by rams within the group on limited feed which corre-
sponded roughly with the decreases in glycolysis rates and semen
density. This appears on the surface to verify the theory of
McKenzie and Berliner (33). However, the rams were hand fed
individually. The intent was to give those on limited- feed such
amounts as would keep them in comparable condition. It is im-
possible to say whether the differences in condition which did
One of the staff veterinarians expressed the opinion that this ram was infested
with nodular worms which might explain his failure to gain high condition with
unlimited feed.
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arise were entirely the results of inherent differences in the rams
or, in part, of failure of the caretaker to make perfect adjust-
ments in amount of food offered the individual rams. Even as-
suming the former to have been the case, this experiment strongly
supports the probability that, regardless of differences in endo-
crine constitution, high condition by itself has a deleterious ef-
fect on semen quality.
EXPERIMENT 3
A third experiment was designed to test whether length of
fleece affects semen quality during the summer and early fall
months. Glycolysis rates and semen density were measured on
two samples of semen from each of eight rams on March 29 and
March 31. The rams were then paired on the basis of average
glycolysis rate; the two with the highest glycolysis rates were
paired, the two with the next highest glycolysis rates were paired,
and so on. One ram of each pair selected at random was then
sheared. On May 2 and July 14 tests were again made. The four
rams not sheared in the spring were sheared after the July tests.
Final tests were made on September 29. Each test involved two
separate samples from each ram. The condensed data reported in
terms of differences between the members of the pairs are pre-
sented in table 22.
Table 23 contains analyses of variance of the differences re-
corded in table 22 and indicates that the size of the differences
in both glycolysis rates and density varied significantly between
Table 22. Differences* in Quality of Semen between Rams Shorn in April and
Rams Shorn in July
Pair March 29 May 2 July 14 September 29












*Positive differences indicate an advantage for rams shorn in April.
f One member of pair 2 was not tested in September. These values obtained by use
of Yates' (75) formula for estimating the yield of a missing plot in replicated field ex-
periments.
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Table 23. Analyses of Variance in Testing Effect of Fleece Length on Quality of Semen
Source of variation












Date x pairs ..... 47,985 5,998
Total 239,062
* Indicates P <.05 that F differs from 1.0 because of errors of random sampling.
t Degrees of freedom for "Date x pairs" are 8 instead of 9 since the one calculated
value in table 22 is not an independent variate.
dates of test. Examination of table 22 shows that lin July the
quality of semen produced by the rams sheared in the spring
was better in relation. to those not sheared than in March and
May but that an advantage had already been gained in May.
However, the rams sheared in July had improved relative to their
pair mates when the final tests were made in September. It is
obvious that length of fleece is a factor affecting semen quality.
The results of the last two experiments indicate that both
high condition and long fleece have a deleterious effect on semen
quality, as measured by glycolysis rate and semen density, dur-
ing the summer and early fall when quality is normally low
anyway as a result of seasonal factors. Both probably operate to
impede loss of body heat and thus bring about high scrotal tem-
peratures known to be harmful to spermatogenesis. While it is
probably true that certain breeds and individuals are, because
of their physiological constitution, less likely to produce poor
semen under these handicaps, it must be concluded that if high
fertility is desired during the breeding season, excessive condi-
tion or length of fleece during the summer should be avoided.
While experimental work has not been done on the effect of high
condition in other species, the authors do not hesitate to recom-
mend that breeding males of all species of farm animals be kept in
no more than medium condition if maximum fertility is desired.
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Summary and Conclusions
Estimation of semen density from light transmission measure-
ments made with a photoelectric colorimeter is faster and more
accurate, than with the hemocytometer.
Estimation of semen density by comparison with opacity
standards is sufficiently accurate to be valuable for field use.
Reaction rates (glycolysis and respiration) are useful meas-
ures of viability of ram sperm. If they are measured per unit
volume of semen, a criterion of semen quality weighted by both
metabolic activity and number of sperm is obtained.
There is no evidence to indicate 'that glycolysis and respira-
tion rates are not equally valuable in the evaluation of ram semen.
Reaction rates per unit volume predicted motility duration
more accurately than rates per unit number of sperm. The ex-
planation of this fact was found in the various correlations that
existed between reaction rates, sperm numbers, and motility
duration.
Motility duration of sperm was not predicted from any com-
bination of characteristics of the fresh samples as accurately as
by direct measurement. However, useful predictions can be made
in cases where for any reason direct measurement of motility
duration is not practical.
Evidence is presented indicating that the vesicular structure
may be an important attribute of high quality sperm even 'though
its presence is not highly correlated with viability.
The vesicular structure was not found on sperm with abnor-
mally formed heads. It appeared on sperm with tail abnormali-
ties and sperm entirely normal in form with equal frequency.
The correlations among various characteristics of semen were
so low that if each characteristic is important each must be de-
termined for accurate semen evaluation.
The variation from one sample of semen to another from the
same male within a period of a month is of such size that several
samples must be tested to estimate accurately the fertility of a
particular animal.
Comparison of sample variation in the proportions of sperm
with normal forms and of sperm with vesicles with the error in
determining these proportions for a single sample makes it clear
that the observation of more than 100 cells per sample is imprac-
tical when either of these characteristics is being used to test
male fertility.
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Data on semen which did and which did not induce concep-
tion when used to inseminate ewes failed to furnish strong evi-
dence on the actual or relative value of the characteristics con-
cerned for the evaluation of semen quality. Glycolysis rate showed
the highest correlation with the occurrence of conception; the
proportion of normal cells the lowest.
Choice of the most useful method for semen evaluation de-
pends on the purpose for which the evaluation is to be made. If
the decision to be based on the evaluation is important, all pos-
sible information should be obtained.
New equipment is described for measuring the respiration
rate of sperm cells. It is portable, moderate in cost, and its ac-
curacy is reasonably close to that of the Warburg apparatus.
Data are presented on the seasonal trends of various char-
acteristics of the semen of Shropshire rams. Quality is reduced
on the average in the summer and early fall. Therefore, it should
be particularly worth-while to test rams before using them in
breeding operations at that time of the year.
Semen quality during at least the early part of the fall breed-
ing season is reduced in rams carrying excessive condition or
long fleece through the summer months.
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